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UNIT-II 

 

HASH  TABLES:                                                                                   

 

Basics of Hash Tables:  Hashing is a technique that is used to uniquely identify a specific object from 

a group of similar objects. Some examples of how hashing is used in our lives include: 

 In universities, each student is assigned a unique roll number that can be used to retrieve 

information about them. 

 In libraries, each book is assigned a unique number that can be used to determine 

information about the book, such as its exact position in the library or the users it has been 

issued to etc. 

In both these examples the students and books were hashed to a unique number. 

Assume that you have an object and you want to assign a key to it to make searching easy. To store 

the key/value pair, you can use a simple array like a data structure where keys (integers) can be used 

directly as an index to store values. However, in cases where the keys are large and cannot be used 

directly as an index, you should use hashing. 

In hashing, large keys are converted into small keys by using hash functions. The values are then 

stored in a data structure called hash table. The idea of hashing is to distribute entries (key/value 

pairs) uniformly across an array. Each element is assigned a key (converted key). By using that key 

you can access the element in O(1) time. Using the key, the algorithm (hash function) computes an 

index that suggests where an entry can be found or inserted. 

Hashing is implemented in two steps: 

1. An element is converted into an integer by using a hash function. This element can be used as 

an index to store the original element, which falls into the hash table. 

2. The element is stored in the hash table where it can be quickly retrieved using hashed key. 

hash = hashfunc(key) 

index = hash % array_size 

 

In this method, the hash is independent of the array size and it is then reduced to an index (a number 

et ee   a d arra _size −   usi g the odulo operator % . 
 

Hash function 

A hash function is any function that can be used to map a data set of an arbitrary size to a data set of 

a fixed size, which falls into the hash table. The values returned by a hash function are called hash 

values, hash codes, hash sums, or simply hashes. 

To achieve a good hashing mechanism, It is important to have a good hash function with the 

following basic requirements: 

1. Easy to compute: It should be easy to compute and must not become an algorithm in itself. 

2. Uniform distribution: It should provide a uniform distribution across the hash table and 

should not result in clustering. 

3. Less collisions: Collisions occur when pairs of elements are mapped to the same hash value. 

These should be avoided. 

 

Hashing can be used to build, search, or delete from a table. 

The basic idea behind hashing is to take a field in a record, known as the key, and convert it through 

some fixed process to a numeric value, known as the hash key, which represents the position to 
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either store or find an item in the table. The numeric value will be in the range of 0 to n-1, where n is 

the maximum number of slots (or buckets) in the table. 

The fixed process to convert a key to a hash key is known as a hash function. This function will be 

used whenever access to the table is needed. 

One common method of determining a hash key is the division method of hashing. The formula that 

will be used is: 

hash key = key % number of slots in the table 

 

Figure:2.1 Hash Table 

Collision : No matter what the hash function, there is the possibility that two keys could 

resolve to the same hash key. This situation is known as a collision. 

When this occurs, there are simple solutions: 

1. chaining 

2. linear probe (linear open addressing) 

3. Quadratic Probe 

 

Hashing with Chains 

When a collision occurs, elements with the same hash key will be chained together. A chain is simply 

a linked list of all the elements with the same hash key. 

The hash table slots will no longer hold a table element. They will now hold the address of a table 

element. 
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Figure:2.2 Hashing with chain  

Hashing with Linear Probe 

 

When using a linear probe, the item will be stored in the next available slot in the table, assuming 

that the table is not already full. 

This is implemented via a linear search for an empty slot, from the point of collision. If the physical 

end of table is reached during the linear search, the search will wrap around to the beginning of the 

table and continue from there. 

If an empty slot is not found before reaching the point of collision, the table is full. 

 

 
Figure:2.3 Hash Table with Linear Probing 
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Figure:2.4 Hash Table with Linear Probing 

 

Hashing with Quadratic Probe 

To resolve the primary clustering problem, quadratic probing can be used. With quadratic probing, 

rather than always moving one spot, move i2 spots from the point of collision, where i is the number 

of attempts to resolve the collision. 

 

Figure:2.5 Hash Table with Quadratic Probing 
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Limitation: at most half of the table can be used as alternative locations to resolve collisions. 

 

HEAPS:   

                                                                                 

Heap is a special case of balanced binary tree data structure where the root-node key is 

compared with its children and arranged accordingly. If α has child node β the  − 

 ke α  ≥ ke β  

Max Heap: As the value of parent is greater than that of child, this property generates Max Heap.  

Min-Heap − Where the value of the root node is less than or equal to either of its children. 

COMPLEXITY OF HEAPS:   

 

Consider the following algorithm for building a Heap of an input array A. 

 

BUILD-HEAP(A)  

    HEAPSIZE := SIZE(A);  

    FOR I := FLOOR(HEAPSIZE/2) DOWNTO 1  

        DO HEAPIFY(A, I);  

    END FOR  

END 

 

Quick look over the above algorithm suggests that the running time is O(n log (n)), since each call 

to Heapify costs O(log n) and Build-Heap makes O(n) such calls. 

This upper bound, though correct, is not asymptotically tight. 

We can derive a tighter bound by observing that the running time of Heapify depends on the height 

of the tree h  hich is equal to lg(n), where n is number of nodes) and the heights of most sub-trees 

are small. 

The height h  i reases as e o e up ards alo g the tree. Li e-3 of Build-Heap runs a loop from 

the index of the last internal node (heapsize/2) with height=1, to the index of root(1) with height = 

lg(n). Hence, Heapify takes different time for each node, which is O(h). 

 

ANALYSIS OF HEAP OPERATION:   

Insertion into a heap tree: 

This operation is used to insert a node into an existing heap tree satisfying the properties of heap 

tree. Using repeated insertions of data, starting from an empty heap 

tree, one can build up a heap tree. 

Let us consider the heap (max) tree. The principle of insertion is that, first we have to adjoin the data 

in the complete binary tree. Next, we have to compare it with the data 

in its parent; if the value is greater than that at parent then interchange the values. This will continue 
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between two nodes on path from the newly inserted node to the root node till we get a parent 

whose value is greater than its child or we reached the root. For illustration, 35 is added as the right 

child of 80. Its value is compared with its 

pare t s alue, a d to e a a  heap, pare t s alue greater tha  hild s alue is satisfied, he e 
interchange as well as further comparisons are no more required. 

As another illustration, let us consider the case of insertion 90 into the resultant heap tree. 

First, 90 will be added as left child of 40, when 90 is compared with 40 it requires interchange. Next, 

90 is compared with 80, another interchange takes place. Now, our process stops here, as 90 is now in 

root node. The path on which these comparisons and interchanges have taken places are shown by 

dashed line. 

Form a heap using the above algorithm for the data: 40, 80, 35, 90, 45, 50, 70. 

 

1. Insert 40 
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Figure:2.6  Heap Insertion  

 

Deletion of a node from heap tree: 
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Figure:2.7  Heap Deletion  

 

APPLICATION OF HEAP:  

Heap Data Structure is generally taught with Heapsort. Heapsort algorithm has limited uses because 

Quicksort is better in practice. Nevertheless, the Heap data structure itself is enormously used. 

Following are some uses other than Heapsort. 

Priority Queues: Priority queues can be efficiently implemented using Binary Heap because it 

supports insert(), delete() and extractmax(), decreaseKey() operations in O(logn) time. Binomoial 

Heap and Fibonacci Heap are variations of Binary Heap. These variations perform union also in 

O(logn) time which is a O(n) operation in Binary Heap. Heap Implemented priority queues are used in 
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Graph algorithms like Pri s Algorithm and Dijkstra s algorithm. 

Order statistics: The Heap data structure can be used to efficiently find the kth smallest (or largest) 

element in an array.  

 AVL TREE:  

AVL tree is a self-balancing Binary Search Tree (BST) where the difference between heights of left and 

right subtrees cannot be more than one for all nodes.Most of the BST operations (e.g., search, max, 

min, insert, delete.. etc) take O(h) time where h is the height of the BST. The cost of these operations 

may become O(n) for a skewed Binary tree. If we make sure that height of the tree remains O(Logn) 

after every insertion and deletion, then we can guarantee an upper bound of O(Logn) for all these 

operations. The height of an AVL tree is always O(Logn) where n is the number of nodes in the tree. 

An AVL tree is a balanced binary search tree. In an AVL tree, balance factor of every node is either -

1, 0 or +1. 

Balance factor = heightOfLeftSubtree – heightOfRightSubtree 

AVL Tree Rotations: Rotation is the process of moving the nodes to either left or right to make tree 

balanced. 

There are four rotations and they are classified into two types. 

1) Single Rotation 

 Left rotation 

 Right rotation 

2)Double Rotation  

 Left-Right rotation 

 Right-Left rotation 

INSERTION AND DELETION IN AVL TREE:  

So time complexity of AVL insert is O(Logn). The AVL tree and other self balancing search trees like 

Red Black are useful to get all basic operations done in O(Log n) time. The AVL trees are more 

balanced compared to Red Black Trees, but they may cause more rotations during insertion and 

deletion. 

Insertion Operation: 
1. Insert the new Node using recursion so while back tracking you will all the parents nodes to 

check whether they are still balanced or not. 
2. Every node has a field called height with default value as 1. 
3. When new node is added, its parent’s node height get increased by 1. 
4. So as mentioned in step 1, every ancestors height will get updated while back tracking to 

the root. 
5. At every node the balance factor will also be checked. balance factor = (height of left Sub-

tree — height of right Subtree). 
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6. If balance factor =1 means tree is balanced at that node. 
7. If balance factor >1 means tree is not balanced at that node, left height is more that the right 

height so that means we need rotation. (Either Left-Left Case or Left-Right Case). 
8. Say the current node which we are checking is X and If new node is less than the X.left then it 

will be Left-Left case, and if new node is greater than the X.left then it will be Left-Right 
case. see the pictures above. 

9. If balance factor <-1 means tree is not balanced at that node, right height is more that the left 
height so that means we need rotation. (Either Right-Right Case or Right– Left Case) 

10. Say the current node which we are checking is X and If new node is less than the X.right then 
it will be Right-Right case, and if new node is greater than the X.right then it will be Right-
Left case.  

 

Examples: 

An important example of AVL trees is the behavior on a worst-case add sequence for regular binary 

trees: 

1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

All insertions are right-right and so rotations are all single rotate from the right. All but two 

insertions require re-balancing: 

 

at 1 ⇒ 

 

 

at 3 ⇒ 

 

at 2 ⇒ 

 

at 5 ⇒ 

 

Figure:2.8  AVL Tree Insertion   
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Figure:2.9  AVL Tree Deletion 

 

A node with value 32 is being deleted. After deleting 32, we travel up and find the first unbalanaced 

ode hi h is . We ark it as z, its higher height hild as  hi h is , a d s higher height hild 
as x which could be either 78 or 50 as both are of same height. We have considered 78. Now the case 

is Right Right, so we perform left rotation. 

RED BLACK TREE: Red-Black Tree is a self-balancing Binary Search Tree (BST) where every node 

follows following: rules. 

 

Figure:2.10  Red Black Tree  
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1) Every node has a color either red or black. 
2) Root of tree is always black. 
3) There are no two adjacent red nodes (A red node cannot have a red parent or red child). 
4) Every path from root to a NULL node has same number of black nodes. 

PROPERTIES OF RED BLACK TREE:  

1) Every node has a color either red or black. 

2) Root of tree is always black. 

3) There are no two adjacent red nodes (A red node cannot have a red parent or red child). 

4) Every path from root to a NULL node has same number of black nodes. 

5) Based on Binary search tree.  

INSERTION AND DELETION IN RED BLACK TREE:  

In AVL tree insertion, we used rotation as a tool to do balancing after insertion caused imbalance. In 

Red-Black tree, we use two tools to do balancing. 

1) Recoloring (only color change condition of parent ,uncle and grand parent) 

2) Rotation (AVL Rotation) 

 

We tr  re olori g first, if re olori g does t ork, the  e go for rotatio . Follo i g is detailed 
algorithm. The algorithms has mainly two cases depending upon the color of uncle. If uncle is red, we 

do recoloring. If uncle is black, we do rotations and/or recoloring. 

Color of a NULL node is considered as BLACK. 

Let x be the newly inserted node. 

1) Perform standard BST insertion and make the color of newly inserted nodes as RED. 

2) If x is root, change color of x as BLACK (Black height of complete tree increases by 1). 

3) Do follo i g if olor of s pare t is ot BLACK or  is ot root. 
….a) If ’s uncle is RED (Grand parent must have been black from property 4) 

……..(i) Change color of parent and uncle as BLACK. 

……..(ii) color of grand parent as RED. 

……..(iii) Cha ge  = s gra dpare t, repeat steps  a d  for e  x. 

Figure:2.11  Red Black Tree Insertion example 
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….b) If ’s uncle is BLACK, the  there a  e four o figuratio s for , s pare t p  a d s 
grandparent (g) (This is similar to AVL Tree) 

……..i) Left Left Case (p is left child of g and x is left child of p) 

……..ii) Left Right Case (p is left child of g and x is right child of p) 

……..iii) Right Right Case (Mirror of case a) 

……..iv) Right Left Case (Mirror of case c) 

Following are operations to be performed in four subcases when uncle is BLACK. 

All four cases when Uncle is BLACK 

Left Left Case (See g, p and x) 

 
 

Figure:2.12 Left Left Case 

 

 

Left Right Case (See g, p and x) 

 

 
 

Figure:2.13 Left Right Case 
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Right Right Case (See g, p and x) 

 

 
Figure:2.14 Right Right Case 

 

Right Left Case (See g, p and x) 

 

 
Figure:2.15 Right Left Case 

Examples of Insertion 
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Figure:2.16 Insertion Example of Red Black Tree 

 

Deletion in Red Black Tree: 

Like Insertion, recoloring and rotations are used to maintain the Red-Black properties. 

In insert operation, we check color of uncle to decide the appropriate case. In delete operation, we 

check color of sibling to decide the appropriate case. 

The main property that violates after insertion is two consecutive reds. In delete, the main violated 

property is, change of black height in subtrees as deletion of a black node may cause reduced black 

height in one root to leaf path. 

Deletion is fairly complex process.  To understand deletion, notion of double black is used.  When a 

black node is deleted and replaced by a black child, the child is marked as double black. The main 

task now becomes to convert this double black to single black. 

Deletion Steps 

Following are detailed steps for deletion. 

1) Perform standard BST delete. When we perform standard delete operation in BST, we always end 

up deleting a node which is either leaf or has only one child (For an internal node, we copy the 

successor and then recursively call delete for successor, successor is always a leaf node or a node with 

one child). So we only need to handle cases where a node is leaf or has one child. Let v be the node 

to be deleted and u be the child that replaces v (Note that u is NULL when v is a leaf and color of 

NULL is considered as Black). 

2) Simple Case: If either u or v is red, we mark the replaced child as black (No change in black 

height). Note that both u and v cannot be red as v is parent of u and two consecutive reds are not 

allowed in red-black tree. 
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Figure:2.17  If either u or v is red 

3) If Both u and v are Black: 

3.1) Color u as double black.  Now our task reduces to convert this double black to single black. Note 

that If v is leaf, then u is NULL and color of NULL is considered as black. So the deletion of a black leaf 

also causes a double black. 

 

Figure:2.18  If Both u and v are black 

 

3.2) Do following while the current node u is double black or it is not root. Let sibling of node be s. 

        a : If si li g s is la k a d at least o e of si li g s hildre  is red, perform rotation(s). Let the red 

child of s be r. This case can be divided in four subcases depending upon positions of s and r. 

        (i) Left Left Case (s is left child of its parent and r is left child of s or both children of s are red). 

This is mirror of right right case shown in below diagram. 

        (ii) Left Right Case (s is left child of its parent and r is right child). This is mirror of right left case 

shown in below diagram. 

        (iii) Right Right Case (s is right child of its parent and r is right child of s or both children of s are 

red) 
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Figure:2.19 Right Right Case 

       (iv) Right Left Case (s is right child of its parent and r is left child of s) 

 

Figure:2.20 Right Left Case 

(b): If sibling is black and its both children are black, perform recoloring, and recur for the parent if 

parent is black. 

 

 

Figure:2.21 sibling is black and its both children are black 
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(c): If sibling is red, perform a rotation to move old sibling up, recolor the old sibling and parent. The 

new sibling is always black (See the below diagram). This mainly converts the tree to black sibling 

case (by rotation) and  leads to case (a) or (b). This case can be divided in two subcases. 

    (i) Left Case (s is left child of its parent). This is mirror of right right case shown in below diagram. 

We right rotate the parent p. 

   (ii) Right Case (s is right child of its parent). We left rotate the parent p. 

 

Figure:2.22 sibling is red 

3.3) If u is root, make it single black and return  
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We hope you find these notes useful. 

You can get previous year question papers at  

https://qp.rgpvnotes.in . 

 

If you have any queries or you want to submit your 

study notes please write us at 
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